
DiscoverMe is the best way to create an accurate, comprehensive skills

profile for every employee in your company.

Wouldn't you like to have a single source of truth where you could see the skills and talents of each

employee? What if it could be easy to find and connect with the experts in your company? Would your

employees feel more connected if they could recognize colleagues contributions and be recognized by

others?

Today, employees in large organizations are in silos with no way to find out who knows what. Investments are

made in communication and collaboration technologies but if a person wants to use these tools to solve a

problem, there is no way to find out who to ask.. Employees may have several different profiles in various

applications, but none are easy to fill out and free text entry screens lead to inconsistent and incomplete

profile data.

This lack of data makes it impossible for management to understand the skills in the organization, how to

construct teams, or how to train to address critical skills gaps. The greater the number of employees and

office locations a company has, the greater this problem becomes.

DiscoverMe is an add-in for SharePoint that provides a single place where employees can fill out a rich,

skills based profile to make their knowledge and know-how available for anybody in the company to find.

DiscoverMe includes predefined skill lists to make it easy for employees to add relevant skills to a profile.

With complete and consistent DiscoverMe profiles, people can quickly find the experts they need to solve

problems and stop wasting time looking for information.

Bring people in your organization together with DiscoverMe

• Customizable employee talent profiles

• Expertise search and advanced people finder

• Skill recommendations and endorsements

• Custom reports from DiscoverMe profile data

• Predefined skill lists for every industry and business function

• SharePoint 2013, SharePoint 2016, and SharePoint Online


